1 The clock is _________ his head.
2 His face is _______ the book
3 The crocodile is _______ the surface of the water.
4 The dog is _______ his legs.

5 He is _______ the door.
6 The man is _______ the box.
6 Mcdonald’s is _______ Starbucks.
7 The cup is _______ the computer.
9 They are _____ top of the mountain.
12 The wallet is____ ground.
10 She is_______ the table _______ the man.
11 They are waiting _______ the bus stop.
13 They are sitting _______ the table.
14 She is ______looking _______.

Match the prepositions to the pictures and then complete the sentences with your own ideas.
1 I live next to ________________________________
2 I have to walk across the road when I want to ________________________________
3 When I look outside my window I can see ________________________________
4 I put ______________ on top of my head when ________________________________
5 When I go inside______________________________
6 I stand in front of ________________________________
Answers

1 The clock is above his head.
2 His face is behind the book.
3 The crocodile is below the surface of the water.
4 The dog is between his legs.
5 He is in front of the door.
6 The man is inside the box.
7 Mcdonald’s is next to Starbucks.
8 The cup is near the computer.
9 They are on top of the mountain.
10 She is across the table from the man.
11 They are waiting at the bus stop.
12 The wallet is on the ground.
13 They are sitting around the table.
14 She is inside looking outside.